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Recently, the Brookhaven E821 Collaboration announced their new experimental result




 2)=2, with improved statistics[1], which is
twice precision of their 2001 result[2]. The present discrepancy between the standard model









= 26(10)  10
 10
(1)
or 17(11)  10
 10
; (2)
lying between 1.6 and 2.6.
Since the rst announcement of existing discrepancy between theory and experiment on
a

, there appeared a lot of works on this subject trying to explain the result in various
extensions of the SM, among which the most promising new physics is the minimal super-
symmetric standard model (MSSM)[3]. Although the present E821's measurement can not
provide compelling evidence in favor of new physics, it is generally expected that this devi-
ation will be conrmed when both the experimental and theoretical errors are reduced and
this result can now be used to put constraint on the supersymmetric (SUSY) parameters.
The extensive studies show that it is easy to accommodate Æa

 (10  70)  10
 10
within the MSSM framework if the SUSY particles are as `light' as about a few hundred
GeV[3]. The only denite constraint on the SUSY parameter space from Æa

seems to be
the sign of the  parameter. Since in most parameter space the main SUSY contribution
to a

comes from exchanging chargino and scalar muon neutrino virtual particles, which
is proportional to M
2
tan , the sign of  is thus positive relative to M
2
, the wino mass
parameter, provided that SUSY helps to enhance a

.
In this work we will study the SUSY contributions to a

in the case when considering the
lepton avor mixing in the soft breaking sector. Dierent from the similar numerical studies
of lepton avor mixing eects on a

[4], we will give a thorough analysis of the correlation
between the SUSY contributions to a

and to lepton avor violation (LFV). Upper bound
to a

is derived from the upper limit of the LFV process in dierent cases, by giving the
direct relations between the two quantities.
We nd that in this case the SUSY parameter space may be quite dierent from those



















FIG. 1: Feynman diagrams of the one-loop SUSY contribution to a

(and the process  ! ) via
the exchange of a chargino (left) and via a neutralino (right).
lepton avor mixing angles. Small tan is more favored in this case. The SUSY contribution
to a

can reach up to  20 10
 10
without violating the present  !  upper limit.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we give the analytic expressions
for the SUSY contributions to a






section III, we will present the numerical results and some approximate upper bound on
Æa

. Finally, we give summary and conclusions in section IV.
II. ANALYTIC EXPRESSIONS







The eective Lagrangian related to a



































) are the chirality projection operators and i(j) denotes the initial














while the branching ratio of  !  is given by






















= 2:265  10
 12
GeV [5] being the tau decay width.




is given by the photon-penguin
diagrams via exchanging (i) chargino-sneutrino and (ii) neutralino-slepton, as shown in FIG.
1. The analytic expressions for Æa






































































































































respectively with index i = 2. In the above expressions the A and B are the lepton{slepton{

































































is the 6  6 slepton mixing matrix and Z
N
is the neutralino mixing matrix.
Similarly, Z
~




are the mixing matrices for
































































(B $ A) ; (11)
































































































































B. Propagators of slepton and sneutrinos on the interaction basis
We notice that all these expressions are given in the mass eigenstates of the SUSY particles
and the lepton avor mixing is presented in the mixing matrices in vertices. To analysis the
physical eects, it is more convenient to work on the interaction basis, which is dened as
the basis where the lepton mass matrix and the gauge coupling vertices are diagonal. On
this basis there are much more Feynman diagrams than those in FIG. 1. For example, the

































on this basis. Thus only the A

A term in Eq. (6) represents 9 dierent
Feynman diagrams.
On this basis the slepton and sneutrino mass matrices are generally not diagonal. The






































































































represent the mixing in the left- and right-hand sleptons. In this
work we consider the mixing between the second and the third generations (Thereafter we
can completely ignore the rst generation). Z
L

























































Since on this basis all the interaction vertices are diagonal, the LFV eects are trans-











, the slepton and sneutrino propagators can be
































































































































































































, we can see that Æa

does not depend on the mixing angle

L
while Br( ! ) tends to zero. Thus models with gravity or gauge mediated super-
symmetry breaking may predict that Æa

has nothing to do with the mixing angle 
L
while
Br( ! ) should be very small[6]. Thus the rst case is actually the same as the case of
no lepton avor mixing in the soft sector, which has been extensively studied[3]. The second
case leads us to the eective SUSY scenario[7], where the rst two generations' sfermions
are as heavy as about 20TeV . In this work we mainly consider the latter case. In this case
Æa






to large Br( ! ). We have to consider the two quantities simultaneously and take the
experimental bound on Br( ! ) into account.
6






































































































































In matrix C we have omitted the terms proportional to m

. From the above expressions
















































































































































, they do not
change our discussion in the last paragraph.
The key feature of the eective Lagrangian in Eq. (3) is that there is a chiral ip between
the initial and nal fermion states. This feature leads to that, in the case of no slepton
mixing, all terms in Eqs. (6) and (7) will produce at least one muon mass, m

, suppression,
which either comes from the mass insertion on the external fermion leg, or from the Yukawa
coupling vertex, or from the left- and right-handed smuon mixing. This can be explicitly





) given in Eq. (28) is proportional to m

, which gives a great enhancement. This term
may dominate others if both the left- and right-handed mixing angles are large. We will
show this point in the next section.
7
We can see that by changing to the interaction basis, Æa

and Br( ! ) manifest
their dependence on the parameters from the slepton and sneutrino propagators. This basis
becomes very convenient for our discussion of the relation between Æa

and Br( ! )
later.
It should be noticed that the parameters m
2;3
are dierent for sleptons and sneutrinos,
as shown in Eqs. (14-16) and (19). We adopt the same symbol in the slepton and sneutrino
propagators only for simplicity. In numerical calculations we adopt the full form in Eqs.
(14) and (19).
III. BOUND ON Æa

AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we will present our numerical results. The free parameters in this cal-

































































all the SUSY particles above the present experimental lower limit. In this section we rst
give approximate bounds on Æa

through analytic relations between Æa

and Br( ! )






When there is only left-handed mixing, the most important contribution to Æa

and
Br( ! ) comes from the diagram in FIG. 2, given on the interaction basis. From this




















Then we have, assuming 
L
= =4, that












































































FIG. 2: Feynman diagram which gives the dominant contribution to Æa

(and to the process
 ! ) in case of only left-handed slepton mixing. The black dots in the chargino line are mass












From the present experimental upper bound on Br( ! )( < 10
 6





; in case of 
R
= 0 : (33)
From this diagram we also have the conclusion that
M
2
> 0; in case of 
R
= 0 (34)
in order that SUSY gives positive contribution to Æa

. The same diagram gives the dominant
contribution to Æa

in the case of no lepton avor mixing. Thus the same conclusion of the
sign of  is given in that case.






In case of only right-handed mixing, the chargino-sneutrino diagram gives no contribution
to Æa

. The most important contribution to Æa
































FIG. 3: Feynman diagram which gives the dominant contribution to Æa

(and to the process
 ! ) in case of only right-handed slepton mixing. The black dots in the neutralino line are
mass insertions, with the middle dot representing M
Z
sin  sin 
W
.
in FIG. 3, given on the interaction basis. If we ignore the mixing between the left- and
right-handed sleptons, Z
R



























Then we have, assuming 
R
= =4, that

























































From the present upper limit of Br( ! ) < 10
 6
, we get that
Æa

< 32  10
 10
; in case of 
L
= 0 : (37)
This upper bound is much larger than that in case of only left-handed mixing. It is





in Eq. (35), which greatly suppresses Br( ! ), helps to





has to be associated with the muon line since there is only





is associated with the tau line, no such factor helps to suppress Br( ! ).
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M2=850 GeV, =-120 GeV
tan =50, L=0, R= /4
FIG. 4: Æa















other parameters are tan = 50, M
2
= 850GeV . M
1
is xed to be 60GeV for the solid line and
0:5M
2
for the dashed line. The horizontal lines represent the E821 2 bounds (solid) and the
upper limit of Br( ! ) (dotted).







is  , while it is  for the same term of the charged component. This is clear shown in the
mass matrices of charginos and neutralinos in the Appendix. This sign dierence comes in








. Thus we have
M
1
< 0; in case of 
L
= 0 (38)
to give positive contribution to Æa






which is well motivated theoretically,  should be negative in this case. We have numerically
demonstrated this point that by changing the signs of M
1
and  simultaneously Æa

almost
has the same value.
Since we ignored the left-right mixing between the sleptons, the naive bound we get






















FIG. 5: Feynman diagram which gives the dominant contribution to Æa

in the case that both the
left- and right-handed slepton mixing are large.
this gure (and all similar gures below) we draw Æa













in the gures is dierent from that in the expressions of
the propagators of sleptons and sneutrinos). The upper group of curves represent Br( !
) while the corresponding curve in the lower group is Æa

with same parameters. The
two solid horizontal lines represent the E821 2 bounds, Æa

= 6; 46  10
 10
. The




We take large tan (=50) and M
2
















to satisfy the Br( ! )
bound. However, if we relax the above relation and x M
1
= 60GeV , Æa

can be as large as
 17 10
 10
without violating the bound of Br( ! ). This case corresponds to that the
LSP (lightest supersymmetric particle) is bino, which is much lighter than other neutralinos.
C. Æa

with no  = 0
This case is the most interesting one. Our numerical calculation mainly focus on this
case. In this case we have derived that there is an m






the left- and right-handed mixing is large in the slepton sector. The enhancement leads to





















a ( ), R= /4( /12), m =1.77(7) GeV
a ( 0), R= /12
a ( 0), R= /4, m =7 GeV
a ( 0), R= /4
tan =3, m3=250 GeV, M2=250 GeV
FIG. 6: Æa

as function of  for tan = 3, M
2
= 250GeV , m
3











) represent the contribution coming from exchanging neutralino and chargino
respectively. The horizontal lines represent the E821 2 bounds of Æa

.
large. However, there is no obvious term which give dominant contribution to Br( ! ).
We nd that in small m
3




may dominates other terms




< 32  10
 10
in case of no  = 0 : (39)
However, this bound is very loose because in large parameter space the contribution to
Br( ! ) by exchanging 

is more important than that by exchanging 
0
. We have to
study this case numerically.
At rst we will numerically verify that FIG. 5 indeed gives important contribution to Æa





separately in FIG. 6. In order
to show the m

enhancement and the dependence on the mixing angles, we plot another
two lines for setting m

= 7GeV in the slepton mass matrix and for 
R
= =12. We notice
13















M2=500 GeV, =1000 GeV
M2=250 GeV, =1000 GeV
M2=250 GeV, =500 GeV
M2=250 GeV, =250 GeV
tan =3, L= R= /4
FIG. 7: Æa







= =4, tan  = 3, M
2
=
250; 500GeV and  = 250; 500; 1000GeV . The horizontal lines represent the E821 2 bounds of
Æa

(solid) and the upper limit of Br( ! ) (dotted).
that Æa

changes linearly as m

, demonstrating the term proportional to m

indeed gives
dominant contribution to Æa

. However, contribution from exchanging charginos has no




. From Eq. (28) it is obvious that the neutralino
contribution becomes large as  increases, while the chargino contribution becomes small
since large  leads to heavy chargino mass.
FIG. 7 displays Æa





= =4. If both M
2
and  are
large, there is a large region which can accommodate Æa

and Br( ! ) simultaneously.
As  becomes large, Br( ! ) decreases while Æa

increases. This is understood that




) and leads to large chargino mass, which
decreases Br( ! ).







. We show Æa
















= 220GeV . From Eq. (28) we notice that the sign of 
14
















=-1000 GeV, R=- /4, mR3=220 GeV
=1000 GeV, R= /4, mR3=220 GeV
=1000 GeV, R= /4, mR3=1.5 m3
tan =3, M2=500 GeV, L= /4
FIG. 8: Æa







for tan = 3, M
2








; 220GeV ,  = 1000GeV and 
R
= =4 respectively. The horizontal lines
represent the E821 2 bounds of Æa

(solid) and the upper limit of Br( ! ) (dotted).




. We plot Æa

and Br( ! ) for changing the sign of  and 
R
simultaneously in FIG. 8. There is little
eect on Æa

by the sign reverse.
Since Br( ! ) is approximately proportional to tan
2
, its upper limit constrains
tan  strongly. In above gures we take tan  = 3. In FIG. 9 we plot Æa

and Br( ! )






for tan  = 10, and  = 1000GeV , M
2









; 60GeV respectively. We x m
~r
3
= 300GeV in this gure. We can see that





Br( ! ) simultaneously ifM
2
is large. Generally m
3
takes larger value than that in case
of tan  = 3 to satisfy the Æa






does not change the result much.
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M2=800 GeV, M1=400 GeV
M2=800 GeV, M1=60 GeV
M2=400 GeV, M1=200 GeV
tan =10, =1000 GeV
FIG. 9: Æa















= 300GeV , M
2




; 60GeV . The horizontal lines represent
the E821 2 bounds of Æa

(solid) and the upper limit of Br( ! ) (dotted).
In summary, when both the left- and right-handed slepton mixing is large, SUSY can
enhance Æa

to within the E821 2 bounds in a large parameter space through the slepton
mixing between the second and the third generations. In this case small tan  is slightly
favored. Higgsino mass parameter  can be either positive or negative depending on the




. We nd that Æa








, implying that bino is not necessarily kept very light in this case.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work we study the correlation between the SUSY contribution to Æa

and Br( !
). By translating the analytic expressions in the mass eigenstates to interaction basis,
where the gauge coupling and Yukawa interaction vertices are all diagonal, we nd direct
16
relations between the two quantities. If the slepton mass eigenstates are approximately
degenerate, Br( ! ) tends to zero and Æa

does not depend on the lepton avor mixing
angles. This is actually the same case as no slepton mixing. Another case that the second
(and rst) generation slepton is much heavier than the third generation slepton corresponds
to the scenario of eective SUSY. We mainly investigate this case.
If there is only left-handed mixing on the slepton sector, the upper limit of Br( ! )




. In the case of only right-handed
mixing on the slepton sector, numerical study shows that Æa

can be at most  17  10
 10
if bino is the LSP and much lighter than other neutralinos. In this case the Higgsino mass
 is negative relative to M
1
in order to give positive contribution to a

. In case of both left-
and right-handed mixing angles are large, we nd the diagram exchanging bino can give
dominant contribution to Æa

. The sign of  is determined by making this diagram positive.
Thus  can be either positive or negative depending on the relative sign of the left- and
right-handed slepton mixing angles. Numerical study shows that in this case there is large
parameter space accommodating Æa

and Br( ! ). The SUSY contribution to a

can
reach up to  20  10
 10
, without requiring a very light bino.
Our study shows that the parameter space is quite dierent from that in case of no
slepton mixing. The small tan  value is more favored. The sign of  is not constrained by
the (g

  2) experiment. Finally the eective SUSY scenario can not be excluded by the
E821 experiment if we take the lepton avor mixing eects into account.
APPENDIX
In this appendix we present our conventions for the SUSY parameters and some analytic
expressions for Æa

and Br( ! ). For most part we adopt the conventions given in Ref.
[9].









































are the rst and the second components of the wino SU(2) triplet. The mass
17
































































































. The mass term which
























































































































































































. The mass term in the nal
















The mass matrices for sleptons and sneutrinos have been given in Eqs. (14) and (19).































);  = 1; 2; 3 : (A.9)
































































and similar expression for sneutrinos.
The functions F
i
(k) in Eqs. (6) and (7) and in the amplitude expressions for Br( ! )
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